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RANKING DMUS BY BOOTSTRAPPING METHOD

SAID EBADI1

Abstract. The efficiency of Groups is determined by a comparison of their inputs and outputs.

For multiple inputs and outputs such a comparison is not straightforward but can be accom-

plished using Data Envelopment Analysis. This is a technique based on linear programming

which compares each unit with all the others and determines its efficiency in terms of other

Groups with comparable inputs and outputs. This article suggests bootstrapping method for

ranking measures of technical efficiency as calculated via Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA).

This technique is employed to evaluate the efficiency of 9 sections of hospitals in Ardabil.
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1. Introduction

The Farrell [10] measure of technical efficiency for each decision making unit (DMU) within

a sample of data can be calculated using two very different approaches for determining the pro-

duction frontier. A nonparametric non-stochastic approach for measuring efficiency has been

developed by Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes [4] and Fare, Grosskopf, and Lovell [9], among

others. Parametric stochastic models of efficiency measurement, beginning with the works of

Aigner, Lovell, and Schmidt [1] , have also been introduced. Stochastic formulation of the orig-

inal DEA models was introduced to incorporate possible uncertainty in inputs and/or outputs

(e.g. Cooper, Deng, Huang, and Li [5]; Cooper, Seiford, and Tone [6]; Huang and Li [11];

Khodabakhshi and Asgharian [15]). Morita, Hiroshi, and Seiford [16] studied the robustness of

efficiency results when input and output data are subject to stochastic measurement error, while

Jess, Jongen, Neralic, and Stein [12] introduced a semi-infinite programming model in DEA to

study a chemical engineering problem. More recently, stochastic input and output variations

into DEA have been studied by; for example, Ebadi, Jahanshahloo, Monzeli and Aliev [7], As-

gharian, Khodabakhshi, and Neralic [2], Khodabakhshi [14], and Khodabakhshi and Asgharian

[15]. See, also, Kall [13] for discussions on linear programming programs.

Each of approaches has advantages and disadvantages relative to the other. Unfortunately,

both the programming and econometric frontier methods share a common shortcoming. Using

either approach, it is difficult to determine the statistical precision of the resulting efficiency

scores. But the lack of measure of statistical precision for the efficiency scores limits their

usefulness to decision makers.

This article shows how bootstrapping techniques can be used to construct measur for the

efficiency scores produced by the linear programming approach to efficiency measurement. The

bootstrap is a nonparametric approach to statistical inference. Alternatively, parametric or semi-

parametric methods could be used to construct measur. The bootstrap was chosen because, like
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the linear programming approach itself, it is nonparametric and therefore does not impose any

structure on the shape of the efficiency distributions. In addition to constructing measurs,

the bootstrap can be used to calculate the bias of the original programming efficiency score.

The article proceeds as follows. First, the programming approach to efficiency measurement is

outlined. Our implementation of the bootstrap to establish statistical properties of the efficiency

measure is then described. We then offer an illustration of this method by applying it to the 9

sections of hospitals in Ardabil.

2. DEA Background

DEA provides a measure of the efficiency of a DMU relative to other such units, producing

the same outputs with the same inputs. The units to be compared may be enterprises, banks,

schools, hospitals, etc. DEA is related to the concept of technical efficiency and can be considered

as a generalization of efficiency measure. Furthermore, DEA possesses many advantages over

techniques such as performance ratios and regression analysis, which makes it a vary suitable

tool for management in a wide variety of industries.

Assume that there is a sample of n DMUs, each producing an s-dimensional row vector of

outputs y, from an m-dimensional row vector of inputs x. Technology governs the transformation

of inputs into outputs; the reference technology relative to which efficiency is assessed is given

by the input requirement set L(y) = {x : x can produce y}. Farrell’s [10] input-based measure

of technical efficiency for each observation t = 1, ..., n is given by:

TEt(xt, yt) = min{θt : θt.xt ∈ L(yt)}

that is, tth DMU’s observed input vector (xt) is scaler (0 ≤ θt ≤ 1) until it is still just able

to produce the observed level of output (yt). The solution, TEt = θt
∗, gives the proportion

of the tth DMU’s actual input vector that is technologically necessary to produce its observed

output vector given the best practice technology as revealed by the observed data. The vector

xt
∗ = θ∗t .xt would give the technically efficient (optimal) input vector for the tth DMU.

One way to calculate this measure of technical efficiency is by the following linear programming

problem (Banker Charnes Cooper, BCC-Model) [3] once for each DMUt, t = 1, ..., n :

min θt

st :

λ.Y ≥ yt
λ.X ≤ θ.xt
n∑

t=1

λt = 1

λt ≥ 0 t = 1, ..., n.

(1)

Where Y is the n by s matrix of the observed outputs of all DMUs, X is the n by m matrix

of the observed inputs for all DMUs, and λ is a n-dimensional row vector of weights that

forms convex combination of observed DMUs relative to which the subject DMU’s efficiency is

evaluated. The constraint in this problem simply describe the input requirement set as given

by the observed data. Note that a DMU’s efficiency is a relative measure. It compares a

DMU’s performance to the best practice performance implicit in the observed input-output

combinations. If different input-output combinations were observed, a DMU’s efficiency score

would likely change. This idea is the bootstrap performed below.
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3. The bootstrap

In this method, artificial, or pseudo-samples are drawn from the original data; the statistic is

recalculated on the basis of each pseudo-sample; the resulting bootstrapped measures are then

used to construct a sampling distribution for the statistic of interest. Note that in order for the

bootstrap to work, the empirical distribution of the sample must be a good representation of

the underlying population distribution that generated the sample in first place.

We use the efficiency scores calculated from the original data to form pseudo-samples of

artificial data. Each artificial data set is similar to the original data set in that both follow

the same distributions of inefficiency; this assures that the levels of performance within the

bootstrapped results are within the realm of observed behavior.

The efficiency measures being considered in this article are input-based measures; the boot-

strap is performed over the original efficiency scores. For this reason only the inputs are adjusted

in the formation of the pseudo-samples. The data in the pseudo-samples thus consist of the orig-

inal output level for all n DMUs, the original input data for the DMU whose efficiency is being

calculated, and adjusted input data for the remaining n − 1 DMUs. After forming a pseudo-

sample, the efficiency of a DMU’s original input vector is then assessed relative to the technology

implicit in it. Recalculating a DMU’s efficiency relative to a large number of pseudo-samples

generates a sampling distribution for the efficiency score.

To perform our analysis, we modify a form of the bootstrap that is commonly used in the

analysis of regression equations. Calculate the technical efficiency of the tth DMU relative to

the pseudo-technology implicit in Xt(b) and Y by solving B times the linear program:

min θt(b)

st :

λ.Y ≥ yt
λ.Xt(b) ≤ θt(b).xt

n∑
t=1

λt = 1

λt ≥ 0 t = 1, ..., n.

to get the bootstrapped efficiency score θ∗t (b) . [8]

After implementing bootstrap method on linear programming, the mean efficiency scores can

be obtained differently. And this make possible ranking them.

4. An illustration using sections of hospitals in Ardabil

This section discuses the use of DEA to evaluate the efficiency of 9 general sections in Ardabil

hospitals. Of great impotance is the choice of inputs and outputs. The following items were

considered:

Inputs :

1) Number of beds staffed and in operation

2) Number of nuesrs

3) Total operation expenditure

4) Number of physicians

5) Floor area

6) Energy use
...
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Outputs :

1) Number of sicks

2) Quality of care

3) Physicians trined

4) Nurses trained
...

In this study first two inputs and outputs are considered. Therefore inputs and outputs data

for 9 units DMU’s given as follows:

DMU INPUT 1 INPUT 2 0UTPUT 1 OUTPUT 2

1 10 2 2 1

2 3 1 3 4

3 15 2 12 2

4 20 4 20 3

5 17 2 15 3

6 37 4 30 1

7 45 4 31 1

8 9 3 8 4

9 9 4 4 3
Table 1. INPUTs and OUTPUTs Data used in the analysis.

The sections of hospitals used two inputs to produce two outputs (Table 1). The results of

the equation (1) for these inputs and outputs are summarized in Table 2.

DMU Scores

1 0.5

2 1

3 0.895

4 1

5 1

6 1

7 1

8 1

9 0.444

Table 2. Original efficiency scores (θ∗t ).

The results do not supply much information to decision makers as it is not possible to distinguish

among the performances of many of the sections of hospitals. The bootstrap helps to shed more

light upon the performance levels of the observed DMUs. The mean bootstrapped efficiency

scores for all DMUs are summarized as follows:
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DMU Scores Mean Ranking

1 0.5 0.5021 8

2 1 0.9965 3

3 0.895 0.8911 7

4 1 0.9987 2

5 1 0.9829 6

6 1 1 1

7 1 0.9934 4

8 1 0.9899 5

9 0.444 0.4490 9

Table 3. Mean bootstraped efficiency scores θ∗t (b) and Ranking.

Using this method, the efficient scores can be revised. In other words such DMUs lose their

efficiency levels, with low perturbation of inputs of DMUs. For example original efficiency scores

of DMU2 and DMU4 equal 1. Having an eye on the bootstrapped efficiency scores, it will be

obvious that efficiency of DMU4 is more stable than that of DMU2.

5. Conclusion

In this paper Data envelopment analysis was used evaluate 9 sections of Hospitals in Ardabil

with as inputs number of beds and nurses, and as outputs number of sicks and quality of care.

The results of the BCC model for this inputs and outputs are summarized in Table 2. Bootstrap

Method is used to rank efficient DMUs .Despite the difficulties and critics that may arise in using

the method, it is valuable, because on the other contrary, Methods are able to rank non-extreme

DMUs. Using this method, the efficient scores can be revised. The result is shown is Table 3.
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